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How can we assist you?

What we do
Credit Insurance Claims & Recoveries Management
We
assist
ECAs/Insurers,
lenders,
and
exporters gather the required information to
efficiently manage claims and reach fact-based
indemnification decisions.
Mediation & Amicable Recoveries
We negotiate amicable restructuring and
rescheduling agreements with borrowers and
importers working towards win-win outcomes
and ensuring that commercial relations are
preserved.
International Dispute Resolution / Judicial Recoveries
As a last resort, we pursue borrowers/importers
judicially for the enforcement of their obligations
and recovery of the outstanding debt.

How we help
Make fast and reliable indemnification decisions
Loss-adjusting (examining/investigating) credit
insurance claims to provide our clients with the
necessary facts and information gathered by our
locally-present teams to make indemnification
decisions quickly and accurately.
Avoid lengthy and expensive legal action
Our understanding of the local culture and
business norms allow us to efficiently negotiate
amicable recoveries; often avoiding lengthy and
expensive litigations/arbitrations.
Pursue cost-efficient judicial recoveries
If legal action becomes entirely unavoidable, our
experience in the debtor’s legal system makes
us pursue the fastest and most cost-efficient
path to judicial recoveries; usually resulting in
sigificant savings to our clients.

Why appoint us
Since 2009, we have been serving and working
closely with the worlds leading ECAs/Credit
insurers, export financing institutions, and the
financing arms of large multi-nationals.
We work primarily on a success-fee basis (nocure-no-pay).
We are responsive and provide our clients with
dedicated accounts managers.
We are present locally where the defaulted
borrowers/debtors are based.
We are effective, reliable, transparent, and
comply with the highest ethical standards.

How to contact us
Main: +971 4 308 5999
info@recoveryadvisers.com
www.recoveryadvisers.com
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A team of legal, finance, and accounting professionals at
your service to recover your international receivables.
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